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Abstract
This work is about recognizing human activities occur-
ring in videos at distinct semantic levels, including individ-
ual actions, interactions, and group activities. The recogni-
tion is realized using a two-level hierarchy of Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) networks, forming a feed-forward
deep architecture, which can be trained end-to-end. In
comparison with existing architectures of LSTMs, we make
two key contributions giving the name to our approach as
Confidence-Energy Recurrent Network – CERN. First, in-
stead of using the common softmax layer for prediction, we
specify a novel energy layer (EL) for estimating the energy
of our predictions. Second, rather than finding the common
minimum-energy class assignment, which may be numer-
ically unstable under uncertainty, we specify that the EL
additionally computes the p-values of the solutions, and in
this way estimates the most confident energy minimum. The
evaluation on the Collective Activity and Volleyball datasets
demonstrates: (i) advantages of our two contributions rel-
ative to the common softmax and energy-minimization for-
mulations and (ii) a superior performance relative to the
state-of-the-art approaches.
1. Introduction
This paper addresses activity recognition in videos, each
showing a group activity or event (e.g., spiking in volley-
ball) arising as a whole from a number of individual ac-
tions (e.g., jumping) and human interactions (e.g., passing
the ball). Our goal is to recognize events, interactions, and
individual actions, for settings where training examples of
all these classes are annotated. When ground truth anno-
tations of interactions are not provided in training data, we
only pursue recognition of events and actions.
Recent deep architectures [14, 22], representing a multi-
level cascade of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) net-
works [13], have shown great promise in recognizing video
events. In these approaches, the LSTMs at the bottom
layer are grounded onto individual human trajectories, ini-
tially obtained from tracking. These LSTMs are aimed at
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Figure 1: Our CERN represents a two-level hierarchy of LSTMs
grounded onto human trajectories, where the LSTMs predict indi-
vidual actions {yi}, human interactions {yij}, or the event class c
in a given video. CERN outputs an optimal configuration of LSTM
predictions which jointly minimizes the energy of the predictions
and maximizes their confidence, for addressing the brittleness of
cascaded predictions under uncertainty. This is realized by extend-
ing the two-level hierarchy with an additional energy layer, which
can be trained in an end-to-end fashion.
extracting deep visual representations and predicting indi-
vidual actions of the respective human trajectories. Out-
puts of the bottom LSTMs are forwarded to a higher-level
LSTM for predicting events. All predictions are made in a
feed-forward way using the softmax layer at each LSTM.
Such a hierarchy of LSTMs is trained end-to-end using
backpropagation-through-time of the cross-entropy loss.
Motivated by the success of these approaches, we start
off with a similar two-level hierarchy of LSTMs for recog-
nizing individual actions, interactions, and events. We ex-
tend this hierarchy for producing more reliable and accurate
predictions in the face of the uncertainty of the visual input.
Ideally, the aforementioned cascade should be learned
to overcome uncertainty in a given domain (e.g., occlu-
sion, dynamic background clutter). However, our empir-
ical evaluation suggests that existing benchmark datasets
(e.g., the Collective Activity dataset [6] and the Volleyball
dataset [14]) are relatively too small for a robust training of
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all LSTMs in the cascade. Hence, in cases that have not
been seen in the training data, we observe that the feed-
forwarding of predictions is typically too brittle, as errors
made at the bottom level are directly propagated to the
higher level. One way to address this challenge is to aug-
ment the training set. But it may not be practical as collect-
ing and annotating group activities is usually difficult.
As shown in Fig. 1, we take another two-pronged strat-
egy toward more robust activity recognition that includes:
1. Minimizing energy of all our predictions at the differ-
ent semantic levels considered, and
2. Maximizing confidence (reliability) of the predictions.
Hence the name of our approach – Confidence-Energy Re-
current Network (CERN).
Our first contribution is aimed at mitigating the brittle-
ness of the direct cascading of predictions in previous work.
We specify an energy function for capturing dependencies
between all LSTM predictions within CERN, and in this
way enable recognition by energy minimization. Specifi-
cally, we extend the aforementioned two-layer hierarchy of
LSTMs with an additional energy layer (EL) for estimating
the energy of our predictions. The EL replaces the common
softmax layer at the output of LSTMs. Importantly, this ex-
tension allows for a robust, energy-based, and end-to-end
training of the EL layer on top of all LSTMs in CERN.
Our second contribution is aimed at improving the nu-
merical stability of CERN’s predictions under perturbations
in the input, and resolving ambiguous cases with multiple
similar-valued local minima. Instead of directly minimiz-
ing the energy, we consider more reliable solutions, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. The reliability or confidence of solu-
tions is formalized using the classical tool of a statistical
hypothesis test [11] – namely, p-values of the correspond-
ing LSTM’s hypotheses (i.e., class predictions). Thus, we
seek more confident solutions by regularizing energy mini-
mization with constraints on the p-values. This effectively
amounts to a joint maximization of confidence and mini-
mization of energy of CERN outputs. Therefore, we specify
the EL to estimate the minimum energy with certain confi-
dence constraints, rather than just the energy.
We also use the energy regularized by p-values for robust
deep learning. Specifically, we formulate an energy-based
loss which not only accounts for the energy but also the p-
values of CERN predictions on the training data.
Our evaluation on the Collective Activity [6] and Vol-
leyball [14] datasets demonstrates: (i) advantages of the
above contributions compared with the common softmax
and energy-based formulations and (ii) a superior perfor-
mance relative to the state-of-the-art methods.
In the following, Sec. 2 reviews prior work, Sec. 3 spec-
ifies CERN, Sec. 4 and 5 formulate the energy and confi-
dence, Sec. 6 describes the energy layer, Sec. 7 specifies
our learning, and finally Sec. 8 presents our results.
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Figure 2: (top) An imaginary illustration of the solution space
where each circle represents a candidate solution. The colors and
sizes of the circles indicate the energy (red:high, blue:low) and
confidence (the larger the radius the higher confidence) computed
by the energy layer in CERN. A candidate solution Gˆ1 has the
minimum energy, but seems numerically unstable for small per-
turbations in input. A joint maximization of confidence and min-
imization of energy gives a different, more confident solution Gˆ2.
Confidence is specified in terms of p-values of the energy poten-
tials. (bottom) We formulate an energy-based loss for end-to-end
learning of CERN. The loss accounts for the energy and p-values.
2. Related Work
Group activity recognition. Group activity recognition
often requires the explicit representation of spatiotemporal
structures of group activities defined in terms of individual
actions and pairwise interactions. Previous work typically
used graphical models [18, 17, 23, 1, 5] or AND-OR gram-
mar models [2, 25] to learn the structures grounded on hand-
crafted features. Recent methods learn a graphical model,
typically MRF [4, 29] or CRF [31, 15, 21], using recur-
rent neural networks (RNNs). Also, work on group activity
recognition [14, 10] has demonstrated many advantages of
using deep architectures of RNNs over the mentioned non-
deep approaches. Our approach extends this work by re-
placing the RNN’s softmax layer with a new energy layer,
and by specifying a new energy-based model that takes into
account p-values of the network’s predictions.
Energy-based learning. While energy-based formula-
tions of inference and learning are common in non-deep
group activity recognition [23, 1, 5, 25], they are seldom
used for deep architectures. Recently, a few approaches
have tried to learn an energy-based model [20, 19] using
deep neural networks [3, 30]. They have demonstrated that
energy-based objectives have great potential in improving
the performance of structured predictions, especially when
training data are limited. Our approach extends this work
by regularizing the energy-based objective such that it addi-
tionally accounts for the confidence of predictions.
Reliability of Recognition. Most energy-based mod-
els in computer vision have only focused on the energy
minimization for various recognition problems. Our ap-
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Figure 3: We specify and evaluate two versions of CERN. CERN is a deep architecture of LSTMs, which are grounded via CNNs to
video frames at the bottom. The LSTMs forward their class predictions to the energy layer (EL) at the top. CERN-1 has LSTMs only at
the bottom level which compute distributions of individual action classes (colored boxes) or distributions of interaction classes (colored
links between green boxes). CERN-2 has an additional LSTM for computing the distribution of event (or group activity) classes. The
EL takes the LSTM outputs, and infers an energy minimum with the maximum confidence. The figure shows that CERN-1 and CERN-2
give different results for the group activity crossing. CERN-1 wrongly predicts walking. CERN-2 typically yields better results for group
activities that can not be defined only by individual actions.
proach additionally estimates and regularizes inference with
p-values. The p-values are specified within the framework
of conformal prediction [24]. This allows the selection of
more reliable and numerically stable predictions.
3. Components of the CERN Architecture
For recognizing events, interactions, and individual ac-
tions, we use a deep architecture of LSTMs, called CERN,
shown in Fig. 3. CERN is similar to the deep networks
presented in [14, 15], and can be viewed as a graph G =
〈V,E, c, Y 〉, where V = {i} is the set of nodes correspond-
ing to individual human trajectories, and E = {(i, j)} is
the set of edges corresponding to pairs of human trajecto-
ries. These human trajectories are extracted using an off-
the-shelf tracker [8]. Also, c ∈ {1, · · · , C} denotes an
event class (or group activity), and Y = Y V ∪ Y E is the
union set of individual action classes Y V = {yi : yi ∈ YV }
and human interaction classes Y E = {yij : yij ∈ YE} as-
sociated with nodes and edges.
In CERN, we assign an LSTM to every node and edge
in G. All the node LSTMs share the same weights and
all the edge LSTMs also have the same weights. These
LSTMs use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to com-
pute deep features of the corresponding human trajecto-
ries, and output softmax distributions of individual action
classes, ψV (xi, yi), or softmax distributions of human in-
teraction classes, ψE(xij , yij). The LSTM outputs are then
forwarded to an energy layer (EL) in CERN for comput-
ing the energy E(G). Finally, CERN outputs a structured
prediction Gˆ whose energy has a high confidence:
Gˆ = arg min
G
E(G)− log p-val(G). (1)
As shown in Fig. 3, we specify and evaluate two ver-
sions of CERN. CERN-1 uses LSTMs for predicting indi-
vidual actions and interactions, whereas the event class is
predicted by the EL as in (1). CERN-2 has an additional
event LSTM which takes features maxpooled from the out-
puts of the node and edge LSTMs, and then computes the
distribution of event classes, ψ(c). The EL in CERN-2
takes all three types of class distributions as input – specif-
ically, {ψV (xi, yi)}i∈V , {ψE(xij , yij)}(i,j)∈E , and ψ(c) –
and predicts an optimal class assignment as in (1).
In the following, we specify E(G) and p-val(G).
4. Formulation of Energy
For CERN-1, the energy of G is defined as
E(G) ∝
∑
i∈V
wVc,yiψ
V (xi, yi) node potential
+
∑
(i,j)∈E
wEc,yijψ
E(xij , yij) edge potential,
(2)
↵V (1)
class 1 in V0(c)
↵V (2)
class 2 in V0(c)
↵
Figure 4: A simple illustration of the relationship between the non-
conformity measure α of individual actions and the p-value, where
the ratio of the dashed region to the whole area under the curve in-
dicates the p-value. Clearly, for the given instance, action class 2
has a larger softmax output but action class 1 has a higher confi-
dence. V0(c) is the training set of videos showing event c.
where wVc,yi and w
E
c,yij are parameters, ψ
V (xi, yi) denotes
the softmax output of the corresponding node LSTM, and
ψE(xij , yij) denotes the softmax output of the correspond-
ing edge LSTM (see Sec. 3), and xi and xij denote visual
cues extracted from respective human trajectories by a CNN
as in [10, 14].
For CERN-2, the energy in (2) is augmented by the soft-
max output of the event LSTM, i.e.,
E(G) ∝
∑
i∈V
wVc,yiψ
V (xi, yi) node potential
+
∑
(i,j)∈E
wEc,yij ψ
E(xij , yij) edge potential
+ wcψ(x, c) event potential,
(3)
where x in ψ(x, c) is the visual representation of all actions
and interactions maxpooled from the outputs of the node
LSTMs and edge LSTMs.
5. Formulation of Confidence
There are several well-studied ways to define the p-
values [11]. In this paper, we follow the framework of con-
formal prediction [24]. Conformal prediction uses a non-
conformity (dissimilarity) measure to estimate the extent to
which a new prediction is different from the system’s pre-
dictions made during training. Hence, it provides a formal-
ism to estimate the confidence of new predictions based on
the past experience on the training data. Below, we define
the nonconformity measure, which is used to compute the
p-values for LSTMs’ predictions of individual actions, in-
teractions, and events.
5.1. Nonconformity Measure and P-values
Given the node potential ψV (xi, yi), we define a non-
conformity measure for action predictions:
αV (yi) = 1− ψ
V (xi, yi)∑
y∈YV ψV (xi, y)
= 1− ψV (xi, yi), (4)
where the above derivation step holds because ψV (xi, yi) is
the softmax output normalized over action classes. αV (yi)
is used to estimate the p-value of predicting action class yi
under the context of event class c as
pVi (c, yi) =
∑
i′∈V0(c) 1(yi′ = yi)1(α
V (yi′) ≥ αV (yi))∑
i′∈V0(c) 1(yi′ = yi)
.
(5)
where 1(·) is the indicator, and V0(c) denotes the set of
all human trajectories in training videos with ground truth
labels yi′ and belonging to the ground truth event class c.
From (5), the LSTM prediction ψV (xi, yi) is reliable – i.e.,
has a high p-value – when many training examples i′ of the
same class have larger nonconformity measures.
To better understand the relationship between the non-
conformity measure and the p-value, let us consider a sim-
ple case illustrated in Fig. 4. The figure plots the two distri-
butions of nonconformity measures of two action classes
in the training examples (green: class 1, red: class 2).
Suppose that we observe a new instance whose softmax
output indicates that action class 2 has a higher probabil-
ity to be the true label, i.e., ψV (xi, 1) < ψV (xi, 2), and
αV (1) > αV (2). From the two curves, however, we see that
this softmax output is very likely to be wrong. This is be-
cause from Fig. 4 we have the p-values pVi (c, 1) > p
V
i (c, 2),
since a majority of training examples with the class 1 label
have larger nonconformity measures than αV (1), and hence
class 1 is a more confident solution.
Similarly, given the softmax output of the edge LSTM,
ψE(xij , yij), we specify a nonconformity measure of pre-
dicting interaction classes:
αEij(yij) = 1−
ψE(xij , yij)∑
y∈YE ψE(xij , y)
= 1− ψE(xij , yij),
(6)
which is then used to estimate the p-value of predicting in-
teraction class yij under the context of event class c as
pEij(c, yij)
=
∑
(i′,j′)∈E0(c) 1(yi′j′ = yij)1(α
E
i′j′(yi′j′) ≥ αEij(yij))∑
(i′,j′)∈E0(c) 1(yi′j′ = yij)
,
(7)
where E0(c) denotes the set of all pairs of human trajec-
tories in training videos with ground truth labels yi′j′ and
belonging to the ground truth event class c. From (7), the
LSTM prediction ψE(xij , yij) has a high p-value when
many training examples (i′, j′) in E0(c) have larger non-
conformity measures.
Finally, in CERN-2, we also have the LSTM softmax
output ψ(x, c), which is used to define a nonconformity
measure for event predictions:
α(c) = 1− ψ(x, c)∑
c∈C ψ(x, c)
= 1− ψ(x, c), (8)
and the p-value of predicting event class c as
p(c) =
∑
v∈V0 1(cv = c)1(α(cv) ≥ α(c))∑
v∈V0 1(cv = c)
. (9)
where V0 denotes the set of all training videos.
5.2. Confidence of the Structured Prediction G
To define the statistical significance of the hypothesis G
among other hypotheses (i.e., possible solutions), we need
to combine the p-values of predictions assigned to nodes,
edges and the event of G. More rigorously, for specify-
ing the p-value of a compound statistical test, p-val(G),
consisting of multiple hypotheses, we follow the Fisher’s
combined hypothesis test [11]. The Fisher’s theory states
that N independent hypothesis tests, whose p-values are
p1, · · · pN , can be characterized by a test statistic χ22N as
χ22N = −2
N∑
n=1
log pn, (10)
where the statistic χ22N is proved to follow the χ
2 proba-
bility distribution with 2N degrees of freedom. From (10),
it follows that minimization of the statistic χ22N will yield
the maximum p-value characterizing the Fisher’s combined
hypothesis test.
In the following section, we will use this theoretical re-
sult to specify the energy layer of our CERN.
6. The Energy Layer of CERN
We extend the deep architecture of LSTMs with an addi-
tional energy layer (EL) aimed at jointly minimizing the en-
ergy, given by (3), and maximizing a p-value of the Fisher’s
combined hypothesis test, given by (10). For CERN-2, this
optimization problem can be expressed as
min
c,Y
E(G)
s.t. −∑i∈V ′ log pVi (c, yi) ≤ τV ,
−∑(i,j)∈E′ log pEij(c, yij) ≤ τE ,
− log p(c) < τ c,
(11)
where τV , τE , and τ c are parameters that impose lower-
bound constraints on the p-values. Recall that according to
the Fisher’s theory on a combined hypothesis test, decreas-
ing the constraint parameters τV , τE , and τ c will enforce
higher p-values of the solution.
From (3) and (11), we derive the following Lagrangian,
also referred to as regularized energy E˜(X,Y, c), which can
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Figure 5: The EL takes the softmax outputs of all LSTMs along
with estimated p-values as input, and outputs a solution that jointly
minimizes the energy and maximizes a p-value of the Fisher’s
combined hypothesis test.
then be readily implemented as the EL:
E˜(X,Y, c) =
∑
i∈V
wVc,yiψ
V (xi, yi)−λV
∑
i∈V
log pVi (c, yi)
+
∑
(i,j)∈E
wEc,yijψ
E(xij , yij)−λE
∑
(i,j)∈E
log pEij(c, yij)
+wcψ(x, c)− λ log p(c),
(12)
Note that for CERN-1, we drop the last two terms in (12),
wcψc and λ log p(c). E˜(X,Y, c) can be expressed in a more
compact form as
E˜(X,Y, c) = wVc >ψV − λV > logpVc
+wEc
>
ψE − λEc > logpEc
+wcψc − λ log pc,
(13)
where all parameters, potentials, and p-values are grouped
into corresponding vectors. For brevity, we defer the speci-
fication of these vectors to the appendix.
Fig. 5a shows a unit in the EL which computes (15). Af-
ter stacking these units, as shown in Fig. 5b, we select the
solution Gˆ with the minimum E˜(Gˆ).
In the following, we explain our energy-based end-to-
end training of the EL.
7. Learning Regularized By Confidence
Following [19, 3], we use an energy-based loss for a
training instance Xi and its ground truth labels (Y i, ci)
to learn parameters of the EL, i.e., the regularized energy,
specified in (12):
L(Xi, Y i, ci)
= max
(
0, E˜(Xi, Y i, ci)− E˜(Xi, Y¯ , c¯) + 1(ci 6= c¯)
)
,
(14)
where Y¯ , c¯ = argminY,c6=ci E˜(Xi, Y, c) − 1(ci 6= c) is
the most violated case. Alternatively, this loss can be re-
placed by other energy-based loss functions also consid-
ered in [19]. Here we treat Y as latent variables for sim-
plicity and thus only consider accuracy of c. However, one
can include a comparison between Y and its corresponding
ground truth label Y i into the loss function. It is usually
difficult to find the most violated case. However, as [20]
points out, the inference of the most violated case does not
require a global minimum solution since the normalization
term is not modeled in our energy-based model, so we can
simply set Y¯ to be the output of the node and edge LSTMs.
In practice, one can first train a network using common
losses such as cross-entropy to learn the representation ex-
cluding the EL, namely from the input layer to softmax lay-
ers. Then the p-value of a training instance can be computed
by removing itself from the training sets V0 and E0. Finally
we train the weights in (12) by minimizing the loss.
8. Results
Implementation details. We stack the node LSTMs and
edge LSTMs on top of a VGG-16 model [26] without the
FC-1000 layer. The VGG-16 is pre-trained on ImageNet
[9], and fine-tuned with LSTMs jointly. We train the top
layer of CERN by fixing the weights of the CNNs and the
bottom layer LSTMs. The batch size for the joint train-
ing of the bottom LSTMs and VGG-16 is 6. The training
converges within 20000 iterations. The event LSTM and
the EL are trained using 10000 iterations with a batch size
of 2000. For the mini-batch gradient descent, we use RM-
Sprop [28] with a learning rate ranging from 0.000001 to
0.001. We use Keras [7] with Theano [27] as the backend
to implement CERN, and run training and testing with a sin-
gle NVIDIA Titan X (Pascal) GPU. For a fair comparison
with [14], we use the same tracker and its implementation
as in [14]. Specifically, we use the tracker of [8] from the
Dlib library [16]. The cropped image sequences of persons
and pairs of persons are used as the inputs to node LSTMs
and edge LSTMs, respectively.
We compare our approach with the state-of-the-art meth-
ods [12, 14]. In addition, we evaluate the following reason-
able baselines.
Baselines:
• 2-layer LSTMs (B1). We test a network of 2-layer
LSTMs similar to [14]. All other baselines below and
our full models use B1 to compute their potentials and
p-values. B1 does not have the energy layer, but only a
feed-forward network. The event class is predicted by
the softmax output of the event LSTM.
• CERN-1 w/o p-values (B2). This baseline represents
the CERN-1 network with the EL, however, the p-
values are not computed and not used for regularizing
energy minimization. Hence, the event class prediction
of B2 comes from the standard energy minimization.
• CERN-2 w/o p-values (B3). Similar to B2, in this B3,
we do not estimate and do not use the p-values in the
EL of CERN-2.
Datasets. We evaluate our method in two domains: col-
lective activities and sport events using the Collective Activ-
ity dataset [6] and the Volleyball dataset [14] respectively.
8.1. Collective Activity Dataset
The Collective Activity dataset consists of 44 videos,
annotated with 5 activity categories (crossing, walking,
waiting, talking, and queueing), 6 individual action labels
(NA, crossing, walking, waiting, talking, and queueing),
and 8 pairwise interaction labels (NA, approaching, leav-
ing, passing-by, facing-each-other, walking-side-by-side,
standing-in-a-row, standing-side-by-side). The interaction
labels are provided by the extended annotation in [5].
For this dataset, we first train the node LSTMs and edge
LSTMs with 10 time steps and 3000 nodes. Then, we con-
catenate the outputs of these two types of LSTMs at the bot-
tom layer of CERN, along with their VGG-16 features, and
pass the concatenation to the bidirectional event LSTM with
500 nodes and 10 time steps at the top layer of CERN. The
concatenation is passed through a max pooling layer and a
fully-connected layer with a output dimension of 4500.
For comparison with [12, 14] and baselines B1-B3, we
use the following performance metrics: (i) multi-class clas-
sification accuracy (MCA), and (ii) mean per-class accuracy
(MPCA). Our split of training and testing sets is the same as
in [12, 14]. Tab. 1 summarizes the performance of all meth-
ods on recognizing group activities. Note that in Tab. 1 only
[12] does not use deep neural nets. As can be seen, our en-
ergy layer significantly boosts the accuracy, outperforming
the state-of-the-art by a large margin. Even when we only
have the bottom layer of LSTMs, CERN-1 still outperforms
the 2-layer LSTMs in [14] thanks to the EL. Without the
EL, the baseline B1 yields lower accuracy than [14] even
with additional LSTMs for the interactions.
Our accuracies of recognizing individual actions and in-
teractions on the Collective Activity dataset are 72.7% and
59.9%, using the node LSTMs and edge LSTMs respec-
tively. Note that B1, CERN-1 and CERN-2 share the same
node and edge LSTMs.
For evaluating numerical stability of predicting group ac-
tivity classes by CERN-2, we corrupt all human trajectories
in the testing data, and control the amount of corruption
with the corruption probability. For instance, for the cor-
Method MCA MPCA
Cardinality kernel [12] 83.4 81.9
2-layer LSTMs [14] 81.5 80.9
B1: 2-layer LSTMs 79.7 80.3
B2: CERN-1 w/o p-values 83.8 84.3
B3: CERN-2 w/o p-values 83.8 83.7
CERN-1 84.8 85.5
CERN-2 87.2 88.3
Table 1: Comparison of different methods for group activity recog-
nition on the Collective Activity dataset.
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Figure 6: Performance decrease of group activity recognition for a
varying percentage of corruption of human trajectories in the Col-
lective Activity dataset. We compare 2-layer LSTMs (B1), CERN-
2 w/o p-values (B3) and CERN-2 using the same corrupted trajec-
tories as input.
ruption probability of 0.5, we corrupt one bounding box of
a person in every video frame with a 0.5 chance. When
the bounding box is selected, we randomly shift it with a
horizontal and a vertical displacement ranging from 20% to
80% of the original bounding box’s width and height re-
spectively. As Fig. 6 shows, CERN-2 consistently experi-
ences a lower degradation in performance compared to the
baselines without p-values. This indicates that incorporat-
ing the p-values into the energy model indeed benefits the
inference stability. Such benefit becomes more significant
as the amount of corruption in input data increases.
Fig. 8 shows an example of the crossing activity. As
can be seen, although B1 and CERN-2 share the same in-
dividual action labels, where a majority of the people are
assigned incorrect action labels, CERN-2 can still correctly
recognize the activity.
8.2. Volleyball Dataset
The Volleyball dataset consists of 55 videos with 4830
annotated frames. The actions labels are waiting, setting,
digging, failing, spiking, blocking, jumping, moving, and
standing; and the group activity classes include right set,
right spike, right pass, right winpoint, left winpoint, left
pass, left spike, and left set. Interactions are not annotated in
this dataset, so we do not recognize interactions and remove
the edge LSTMs.
The node LSTMs have 3000 nodes and 10 time steps
Method MCA MPCA
2-layer LSTMs [14] (1 group) 70.3 65.9
B1: 2-layer LSTMs (1 group) 71.3 69.5
B2: CERN-1 w/o p-values (1 group) 33.3 34.3
B3: CERN-2 w/o p-values (1 group) 71.7 69.8
CERN-1 (1 group) 34.4 34.9
CERN-2 (1 group) 73.5 72.2
2-layer LSTMs [14] (2 groups) 81.9 82.9
B1: 2-layer LSTMs (2 group) 80.3 80.5
B3: CERN-2 w/o p-values (2 groups) 82.2 82.3
CERN-2 (2 groups) 83.3 83.6
Table 2: Comparison of different methods for group activity recog-
nition on the Volleyball dataset. The first block is for the methods
with 1 group and the second one is for those with 2 groups.
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Figure 7: The decrease of group activity recognition accuracy over
different input distortion percentages on the Volleyball dataset (all
use the 2 groups style). CERN-2 is compared with 2-layer LSTMs
(B1) and CERN-2 w/o p-values (B3).
(including 5 preceding and 4 succeeding frames). The event
LSTM in CERN-2 is a bidirectional LSTM with 1000 nodes
and 10 time steps. In [14], the max pooling has two types:
1) pooling over the output of all node LSTMs, or 2) dividing
the players into two groups (the left team and the right team)
first and pooling over each group separately. We test both
types of max pooling for our approach to rule out the effect
of pooling type in the comparison. CERN-1 does not have
the pooling layer, thus is categorized as 1 group style.
Recognition accuracy of individual actions is 69.1% us-
ing node LSTMs, and the accuracies of recognizing group
activities are summarized in Tab. 2. Cleary, the regular-
ized energy minimization increases the accuracy compared
to the conventional energy minimization (B2 and B3), and
CERN-2 outperforms the state-of-the-art when using either
of the pooling types. CERN-1 does not achieve accuracy
that is comparable to that of CERN-2 on the Volleyball
dataset. This is mainly because CERN-1 reasons the group
activity based on individual actions, which may not provide
sufficient information for recognizing complex group activ-
ities in sports videos. CERN-2 overcomes this problem by
adding the event LSTM.
We also evaluate the stability of recognizing group ac-
tivities by CERN-2 under corruption of input human trajec-
B1 CERN-2
GT
Walking Crossing Crossing
GT
Figure 8: The qualitative results on the Collective Activity dataset. From left to right, we show the inference results from B1, CERN-2
and the ground truth (GT) labels respectively. The colors of the bounding boxes indicate the individual action labels (green: crossing, red:
waiting, magenta: walking). The interaction labels are not shown here for simplicity.
#76530 #76535
right pass
left pass
B1
CE
RN
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Figure 9: The qualitative results on the Volleyball dataset: results of B1 (top), results of CERN-2 (middle) and the ground truth (GT) labels
(bottom). The colors of the bounding boxes indicate the individual action labels (green: waiting, yellow: digging, red: falling, magenta:
standing), and the numbers are the frame IDs.
tories. As Fig. 7 indicates, the p-values in the EL indeed
increase the inference reliability on the Volleyball dataset.
The qualitative results (2 groups) of a right pass activity
is depicted in Fig. 9, which demonstrates the advantage of
the inference based on our regularized energy compared to
the softmax output of the deep recurrent networks when the
action predictions are not accurate.
9. Conclusion
We have addressed the problem of recognizing group ac-
tivities, human interactions, and individual actions with a
novel deep architecture, called Confidence-Energy Recur-
rent Network (CERN). CERN extends an existing two-level
hierarchy of LSTMs by additionally incorporating a confi-
dence measure and an energy-based model toward improv-
ing reliability and numerical stability of inference. Infer-
ence is formulated as a joint minimization of the energy
and maximization of the confidence measure of predictions
made by the LSTMs. This is realized through a new dif-
ferentiable energy layer (EL) that computes the energy reg-
ularized by a p-value of the Fisher’s combined statistical
test. We have defined an energy-based loss in terms of the
regularized energy for learning the EL end-to-end. CERN
has been evaluated on the Collective Activity dataset and
Volleyball dataset. In comparison with previous approaches
that predict group activities in a feed-forward manner us-
ing deep recurrent networks, CERN gives a superior per-
formance, and also gives more numerically stable solutions
under uncertainty. For collective activities, our simpler vari-
ant CERN-1 gives more accurate predictions than a strong
baseline representing a two-level hierarchy of LSTMs with
softmax outputs taken as predictions. Our variant CERN-2
increases complexity but yields better accuracy on challeng-
ing group activities which are not merely a sum of individ-
ual actions but a complex whole.
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Appendix
A. Energy Function
The regularized energy E˜(X,Y, c) can be reformulated
in a compact form as
E˜(X,Y, c) = wVc >ψV − λV > logpVc
+wEc
>
ψE − λEc > logpEc
+wcψc − λ log pc,
(15)
where weights of the EL are grouped into {wc}c=1,··· ,C , λ,
and the following parameter vectors:
wVc =
[
wVc,1, · · · , wc,|YV |
]>
,wEc =
[
wEc,1, · · · , wc,|YE |
]>
,
λV =
[
λV , · · · , λV ]> , λE = [λE , · · · , λE]> ,
(16)
and the input to the EL is specified in terms of the LSTM
softmax outputs and p-values:
ψV =
[ ∑
i:yi=1
ψV (xi, yi), · · · ,
∑
i:yi=|YV |
ψV (xi, yi)
]>
,
ψE =
[ ∑
(i,j):
yij=1
ψE(xij , yij), · · · ,
∑
(i,j):
yij=|YE |
ψE(xij , yij)
]>
,
ψc = ψ(x, c),
pVc =
[ ∑
i:yi=1
pVi (c, yi), · · · ,
∑
i:yi=|YV |
pVi (c, yi)
]>
,
pEc =
[ ∑
(i,j):yij=1
pVij(c, yi), · · · ,
∑
(i,j):yij=|YE |
pVij(c, yi)
]>
,
pc = p(c).
(17)
